
YEAR 9
Art

Portraiture 



Things to remember
This project is designed to be completed at home. You 

may have lots of your own Art supplies, or you may only 
have the pencils/paper we give you. All you need to 

complete this project is this booklet and a pencil. You do 
not need to go out and buy supplies, you do not need 

access to the internet or a printer, however if you have 
the option you can use them. If you wish to use other 

materials, specifically for the mind map/intro page you 
can but you will not receive any marks for using a variety 
of materials as the project is designed to be accessible for 

everyone. It might even be more interesting to do it 
entirely in pencil, to push the limits and see what you can 

do with a simple piece of equipment…Is there only one 
way to use a pencil? Think of it as a challenge. The pencil 

is king. You are all young artists, show us what you can 
do! 

Enjoy ☺



Introduction page - Layout
The first thing you are going to do is make 

an introduction page on A4 with the title of 

‘Portraiture’. The two most important things 

to keep in mind when you produce an 

introduction page are; It should reflect 

your title or theme and (most importantly) it 

should be personal to you! You will find 

some images below of successful 
Introduction pages. 

Push yourself further:

Do drawings or write words linked to the theme.



Intro page here



Mind map
Starting your project: mind 
map – You’ve done this 

Before, you’ve got this!

Check list:

❑ Central theme 

❑ Definition 

❑ Synonyms 

❑ Antonyms 

❑ Initial ideas and 

thoughts 

❑ Linked images or 

sketches 

❑ Potential artists or 

photographers 

Use a dictionary and thesaurus to 
add ideas 
• Find out the definition of your 

starting word or theme 
• Use a thesaurus to find 

synonyms (similar words) and 
antonyms (opposite words) and 
see if these speak more ideas 
for you.

• As always, check you spelling 
with the dictionary if you aren’t 
sure.

Fill up the page
• Use sketches, printed images, 

magazine or newspaper clips 
that link to you topic to fill any 
gaps in the page 

• If you're worried about the 
layout, sketch it lightly in pencil 
to check everything fits properly

Remember its just a starting point 
• Your project is a journey. Don’t 

worry about the destination 
(final piece) at this point!

• Your mind map is a starting 
point to your journey, so be 
open-minded to ideas as 
possible to maximise your 
creative potential.

*REMEMBER ALL OF THESE ARE 
SUGGESTIONS…REMEMBER THE 
PENCIL IS KING IN THIS PROJECT!*



Mind map

Theme: 

Portraiture

Ideas/thoughts

Potential artists 

(who springs to 

mind when 

you think of 

portraits?

Antonyms 

(words that 

mean the 

opposite

Synonyms 

(words that 

arte similar)

Definition: Representation of a particular person.  

Use this page to help you get started. Then transfer your ideas onto A4 paper and 

develop with further ideas, artists images or sketches. THIS IS ONLY TO HELP YOU AND 
NOT TO BE USED AS YOUR FINAL MIND MAP.



Lets wing it..
Drawing can be scary. Drawing can also be therapeutic. Drawing is something that you all need to 
do in GCSE Art..But what really is drawing? Is there a right or a wrong way to do it? Can drawing 
simply be marks on a page or should it represent something in a realistic way? You might be very 
skilled in drawing, or you might feel completely horrified by the concept! Your first challenge is to 
draw yourself. Don’t think about it too much, Just do it! The only rule is that you must spend 1 hour 

on this drawing. You don’t have to complete it all in one go, but you have to spend an hour on 
it..and, you’re not allowed to rub anything out (I’ll know if you’ve done either of these things! 
Ready..go! 

Circle one word              DAUNTING                LIBERATING



So, how do you think that went? Amazingly? Horribly? Meh alright? In response to 
however you answered I say ‘good’. You did it. You tried. Trying is important in Art 
and you are all now 100% qualified Artistic tryers. Give yourself a pat on the back. In 
this project you are going to try out lots of different ways of producing portraits. 
Some you’ll like more than others but even if you don’t think so, you’re developing 
new skills in all of them…so just go for it!

This next task is about drawing yourself realistically. It’s not as hard as you might think. 
It’s mostly about getting proportions right and following a few guidelines. 

1. Look at your face. Faces come in all different shapes. Someone might have told 
you your face shape is oval, or round. Generally face shaped fall into one of the 
categories below. Decide which one you are and sketch out a rough outline of 
your face.

Lets talk about what 
happened..

2. Now that you’ve done that it’s time to LIGHTLY (you are drawing not carving 

wood!) sketch out some guidelines. Use the format on the next page to help you, 
and KEEP LOOKING AT YOUR FACE, It’s not a memory test!

3. Once you’ve done that you need to spend some time looking at yourself.  

Really look! You don’t have ten eyelashes and your nose doesn’t have two 

gigantic egg shaped holes in it! Start to add detail on each facial feature, use 
shade and tone to help build form and make your portrait more realistic. 

4. Take 5 minutes, go away, have a cup of tea. Come back and have a look. Is 

there anything else you need to add? Are you happy? Is your hair in the right 
place? Add more detail and change parts if you wish.

5. YOU’RE DONE! Hooray! You’re the best and it looks fabulous. I didn’t know you 
had a twin?! Yes that’s how absolutely brilliant it is. Que another tap on the back. 

6. Now you’re done you draw some one else in your house using the 
same format!





Your face



Someone else’s face (write their name if you 
want)

Circle one ‘At drawing I’m now:   good!        I’m alright!         Never again!



Artist 1
We are now going to look at an Artist. Artists are wonderful 

people who deserve to be looked at. You’re going to produce 

a little Artist study and then you’re going to respond to that artist 

by making lots of little fabulous drawings inspired by them. You 

can use this and the next couple of pages to help you. 

Remember I’m interested in YOUR OPINIONS, not the internets! 

Anyway you don’t need the internet for this project so that little 

issue should be eliminated. 





Alexander Calder

Alexander Calder, known to many as ‘Sandy’, was an American sculptor 
from Pennsylvania. He was the son of well-known sculptor Alexander 
Stirling Calder, and his grandfather and mother were also successful 
artists. Alexander Calder is known for inventing wire sculptures and the 
mobile, a type of kinetic art which relied on careful weighting to achieve 
balance and suspension in the air. Initially Calder used motors to make 
his works move, but soon abandoned this method and began using air 
currents alone.

Cut out these (rip them and invent your own glue if you don’t have scissors 
and a pritt stick) images and use the info below to start your Artist Study 
on the next page. 

Calder is great, he makes Art work that moves (Kinetic) and anything that 
moves is okay in my book. Do you remember going to the Mad Museum in 
Stratford and seeing all that mechanical Art. He’s a mechanical Art 
Pioneer. He also made these wicked faces out of wire. Which we are going 
to be translating into drawings because remember, the pencil is KING in 
this project. 



Artist study goes here



Respond
Here you are going to do a series of 5 continuous line drawings of yourself. Look in a mirror. You 
know the drill…DON’T TAKE YOUR PENCIL OFF THE PAPER. I’ve decided to give you a few other rules 
too though. One should be tiny, one should be big, one should be drawn for 30 seconds, one for 5 
minutes, and one for 2 minutes. Label which one is which. 



Respond – Take 2
Here you are going to do a series of 5 continuous line drawings of SOME ONE ELSE. You know the 
drill…DON’T TAKE YOUR PENCIL OFF THE PAPER. I’ve decided to give you a few other rules too 
though. One should be tiny, one should be big, one should be drawn for 30 seconds, one for 5 
minutes, and one for 2 minutes. Label which one is which. 

Here you are going to briefly evaluate what you’ve done. Which one do you like the most/least and why? How does 
this link to Calder’s work. Try to use the formal elements to help you describe your work. 



Respond – Take 3-Pattern
Let’s talk about pattern. What is pattern? Patterns are everywhere, both made by human beings and 
nature. You are going to turn your best continuous line drawing into a pattern. And all you need is a 
window and a pencil. I know. INCREDIBLE! Below is a dotted line, you are going to rip the paper on 
that line and use it to draw on. 
Pick your favourite line drawing and hold it up to the window, place the ripped piece of paper on top 
and trace it ONCE. Then sit back down and start reading this booklet again so I can tell you what to 
do next..

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….





Respond – Take 3-Pattern
Right. Sorted? You should have something traced by now. Back to pattern. The dictionary defines 
pattern as ‘a repeated decorative design’. 

You are going to use the image above as inspiration. Place your traced 
drawing underneath the (blank) next page. Trace your image, using your 
favourite window, again and again and again (and again…basically lots of 
times) and in different directions, so it overlaps. You should end up with 
a page full of wacky faces. Then you are going to use different textures, 
in pencil (see below but please make up your own too) to fill up chosen 
sections of your final composition. 



Your design goes here

Here you are going to briefly critically evaluate what you’ve done. Try to use the formal elements to help you 
describe your work. 



Josh Bryan
Cut these out (rip them and invent your own glue if you don’t have scissors and a pritt stick) images and use 
the info below to start your Artist Study on the next page. Follow the instructions as you did for your first 
Artist study and use the help sheets you if you need them. 

Roll up roll up it’s time for another Artist. I used to go to university with this one and he’s done quite well for 
himself. I know, Miss Callaghan’s got contacts. Be impressed. Seriously though this guy is very talented and 
his portraits are incredible. 

Josh Bryan is a 26-year old artist based on England. Armed with only a black fine liner, he creates unique and 
distinctive portraits of famous celebrities including Johnny Deep, Amy Winehouse, Albert Einstein and Marilyn 
Monroe among others.

“The creative process is quite simple.” He explains, “I make sure the image I use as a reference isn’t too well-known, 
even though the subjects are. I then map triangles over the face, drawing around the different tones on the face. 
The lines are added in afterwards to determine the amount of tone needed in each triangle.”

He came up with a style called ‘triangulations,’ which consists of drawing thousands of triangles of many sizes. The 
repetition of the abstract, geometric forms create the volume, lights, shadows, and tones that gives his portraits 
their powerful look.

Regarding his Marilyn Monroe portrait, Alice Yoo from My Modern Met wrote ‘Bryan’s pen portrait of Marilyn 
Monroe is still one of my all-time favorite artworks of her.’ I agree since in a simple, pure way, the young artist has 
captured the essence of Marilyn’s mystifying aura.



Artist study goes here



Respond
Here you are going draw a  series of triangles. Some will be big, some will be small, some will be 
filled with lines, some will be empty. Cover the entire page in triangles, inspired by Bryan’s geometric 
portraits (look at how he uses lines within triangles to create tone and form). You’re going to need a 
ruler for this one to get nice crisp lines. What is a ruler but a straight edge anyway? If you don’t have 
one, make one! 



Respond
Think back long ago….to a time where you looked in a mirror and drew a portrait of yourself using 
guidelines and being very proper. ‘Those were the days!’ I hear you cry. Well, we are about to get 
nostalgic. You are going to draw another portrait of yourself below using the same method. Don’t 
add any shade/tone to it as you did before. When you’ve drawn it you are going to start filling it in 
with triangles. Add more lines in the triangles which need more tone. Don’t rush this one, It’s a 
labour of love and will take you a very long time! And yes, you need a ‘ruler’. 



Respond
Okay, fabulous. I reckon that probably looks pretty amazing. Now you can draw one of someone 
else, or even a celebrity if you fancy it 



And we’ve come..to the end of 
the road..

Right. All of you are now super brilliant pencil portrait artists, and you’ve 

built up a bucket load of new skills. I want you to do one last final portrait 

using any or a mixture of the skills you’ve learnt in this project. One rule; it 

has to be of a pencil. Because pencil is king of this project. So it would be 
rude not too! 



Reflect..
Fill this out for me ☺

Rate your drawing skills from 1 (not confident 
to 10 (super confident) 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10        (circle)

What was most successful and unsuccessful part of this project?

____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

What would you like to continue working on in the future?

____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Tell me something you know now that you didn’t before you started this project?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________


